Online
Programme

Better
People
Make
Better
Leaders

Dare to Become
an Influential &
Effective Leader
8 Module Group Coaching Programme from July to September 2020

Objective

To help managers master the 8 key strategies that
build confidence to become an effective, influential
leader who delivers impact and results

AFTER THE 8 MODULES, YOU WILL HAVE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Greater selfawareness

An inspiring
vision

A growth
mindset

leading to stronger
foundations and better
decision-making

with clear objectives
and a detailed roadmap
to achieve

accelerating your
learning abilities
going forward

Energyboosting
tools

5.

6.

7.

8.

A resilience
plan

Greater selforganisation

A strong
self-belief

A detailed
action plan

to help overcome
challenges and seize
opportunities

to manage your time
and other resources
effectively

in yourself and in
the value you bring
to every system in
which you operate

to ensure stronger inner
confidence becomes a
“way of life”

to perform at a high
level in any situation

MODEL

Stronger
Confidence

You will receive:

You will also join an
exclusive group of leaders
to share experiences, learn
from and make valuable
connections with.

8 group coaching
sessions of 1.5h each

2 one-on-one coaching
sessions of 1h each

Short assignments in
between sessions to
anchor learnings

Personalised programme
booklet, containing 40
pages of strategies,
exercises and content

DETAILS

When: July – September 2020

Where: Online

Cost: CHF 2’000 + VAT

PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

Jonathan Cave
Jonathan is a leadership coach and workshop facilitator
who helps top managers and business owners become
exceptional leaders. Originally from New Zealand, he is
the founder and CEO of MyPhy, a Swiss-based centre of
leadership excellence serving corporate and not-for-profit
clients around the world. He is a lawyer by profession, and
spent nearly 15 years advising some of the world’s wealthiest
entrepreneurs. He is an international conference speaker,
enjoys meaningful conversations, and loves rugby as well
as meeting new people.

To join the programme, please contact
jonathan@myphy.com before 24 July

www.myphy.com

